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High Intermediate Lesson

OY and OI are pronounced the same. Practice pronouncing these “oy” and “oi” words.
boy

toy

joy

annoy

enjoy

destroy

employ

oyster

voyage

boycott

noise

avoid

boil

soil

coin

join

joint

choice

voice

oil

point

moist

hoist

poison

spoil

appoint

foil

Circle the words that have the same vowel sound as the first word in bold.
hoist

oil

moist

boy

haul

caught

crawl

doll

toy

choice

sauce

point

soy

dawn

fall

I.

Study the vocabulary on page 118 of the OPD. Fill in the blanks with the correct
vocabulary.
(1-4)
Jim has an ______________ with the doctor. He checks in with the ______________.
The receptionists asks to see Jim’s ___________ ______________ card. She asks him to fill
out the _____________ _______________ form.
What is Jim’s current symptom?
Which childhood diseases did Jim have?
(5-12)
Jim sits on the _______________ table. Jim is the patient. There are also a __________ and
a ___________ in the room. The nurse will use the ______________ to see if Jim has fever.
The doctor will use a _______________ to listen to Jim’s heart. Jim hopes the nurse doesn’t
draw blood because he hates ______________.
Have you gone to a doctor in the U.S.? How is it different than in your country?
II. Study the vocabulary on OPD pg 119. Choose the correct word.
a. A (dental assistant/orthodontist) helps the dentist.
b. A dental hygienist uses (dental instruments/fillings) to clean teeth.
c. (An orthodontist/ A dentist) gives people braces.
d. (A crown/ Plaque) causes gum disease.
e. The dentist takes x-rays to help find (cavities/dentures).
f. The dentist uses a syringe to (drill a tooth/numb the mouth).
g. The dentist numbs your mouth before (taking x-rays/pulling a tooth).
Have you visited a dentist in the U.S.? Talk about the experience.
Do many people in your country wear braces?

Do you think dental care is a luxury for most people?
Which is worse, going to a doctor or going to a dentist?
III. Health Idioms: Read the sentence and tell what you think the underlined idiom means.
1. Grandmother had a bad case of flu, but she’s back on her feet now.
2. My grandfather is 90 years old and he’s still fit as a fiddle.
3. I was worried about her because she was as pale as a ghost.
4. Losing the election was a bitter pill to swallow for him.
5. She broke out in a rash after eating the shrimp.
6. Dad had a heart attack and blacked out, but the EMT’s were able to bring him around.
7. I’m a bundle of nerves when I have to go to the dentist.
8. She is avoiding large crowds for fear she will come down with the flu.
9. The boy is a bully, so the teacher gave him a dose of his own medicine.
10. This hospital will draw your blood before they schedule you for surgery.
11. My uncle is very ill. I think he’s got one foot in the grave.
12. That lady is so crazy. She needs to see a shrink.
IV. Correcting Verb Errors:
1. Why did the letter sent to the wrong address?
2. We was cleaning the office every day.
3. We allow to park here?
4. How this word pronounce?
5. When this bridge built?
6. I am not hear the noise.
7. There was a fire at the hotel. Two of the rooms were burn.
8. How many languages are speaking in Mexico?
9. There was an accident. Two people was taken to the hospital.
10. What was you there for?

